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TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the
Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-209-647-1600

C Skype
D

1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio
Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the
presenter. Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett
and RIGHT click on “Library Archives”.
• When that screen comes up, LEFT click on the date you want. It opens in a new tab – you'll
see the "free to listen box"; inside it is the tab that allows you to play the podcast.
• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
See the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays:

9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-5950

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com

▪ Phone Number: 1 – 695-562-3140; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1-712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712-432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Spiritual Pathway Meditation for the Planet
Thursday through Sun:
A giant stairway to heaven
Card of Knowing:
• I grow more aware in each moment.
Mon through Thurs:
Card of Angelic Presence Merging
• I am an angel; I merge with my past and presence
Amped up Gift for the Week:
Card of Ley Lines
• The earth is waking up. I join with others in using my
powers of awareness to re-activate light centres around the planet!
AS: These are amping up with all the huge energies calibrations earth, we have been receiving.
She's in rehab in Independence, Missouri
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

• Go to Space2plaza.com – to locate specific days & lots more information: on the home
page, you can find out what your Mayan birthday is
• The link to www.lawoftime.org – more info on the calendar & how the 28 day/moon
cycles work.
We are in the Wave of Ahau; have been in it for 6 days and its guidance is to receive our
universal connection to source: AS card reading fits right in.
20th Thurs – 6 CHICCAN – Red rhythmic serpenct energy, a warrior energy; know we are
transmuting energy – be receptive to the possiblities of radical changes. 6 – a dynamic
potential for balance
21st Fri – 7 CIMI – good energy of 7, linking us between the worlds – a warrior aspect. This is
about forgiveness, moving into a state of grace – bridging between ages, between heaven
and earth; let go of ego, controlling behaviour, belief that life is a struggle
22nd Sat – 8 MANIK – about finetuning, relationships – the healing hands energy; healing
ourselves and others, creating contentment and peace. Being the gift of healing
23rd Sun – 9 LAMAT – the stargate, coming into 3rd quarter of the moon; 9 energy of expanded
cycles, mobilization
24th Mon – 10 MULUC – manifestation energy; manifestation of our intention – Muluc is the
moon, an artist energy, accepting spirit's guidance, remembering our path, work with our
telepathy – let's manifest NESARA
25th Tues – 11 0C – 11 is letting go of what no longer serves us; OC is dog energy of
unconditional love – healing aspect; healing the pain of the past – good time to be in
contact with our spirit guides
27th Wed –
– 12 is the

12 CHUEN – the monkey paying attention to clarity of mind which is the 12 energy
crystal tone

28th Thurs – 13 EB – the promise of change is the 13 tone; EB is the healing aspect - we have
the gift of our abundance, being human servant warrior.
Introductory Items
To listen to the entire program: Please use the following audio link
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http://bbsradio.com/podcast/stargate-round-table-october-20-2016
Guest: Omena [O]
MR: have had 80*, and tomorrow the coldest day since May and will have frost
• has checked with the woolly worms – if they are black, it will be cold; if the middle of
them is brown, will be warm – the worms are usually more accurate than the weatherman
consistently saying we will be having
• On US Thanksgiving day, they break open a persimmon seed;
If there is a knife inside, it means a – cutting winter
fork – an open winter, slushy and so on
spoon – a lot of snow
Sonya: last week about healing and about how crystals and pyramids work with the body
Her friend has a doctorate in naturopathy
Carolyn Oceana Ryan [COR]: has Omena been feeling big energy shifts?
O: she thought she was through all the shifts; got hit with a big one this week – napped when she
needed to map; could feel the energy moving through her body- shifting things around:
her brain, her joints, everything COR: feeling the same thing – on a cellular level, it's really powerful – has gone back to bed a
couple of times this week & really slept
• TC said some things today: have we come to the 3rd ascension wave yet? TC does not do
time – they just say keep an eye on your own world - we need to tap into our own
intuitive realizations
O: she was wondering what she would be doing next? Feeling that something bigger is coming –
to go after it, is too exhausting.
• Asking COR: had 2 days of vertigo – was it part of the shift? Went to the chiropractor and
that helped
COR: her team is saying she is in symbiotic relationship with the earth & earth is going through
tremendous changes especially on the east coast
• she took it on, but she can put a bubble of light around herself so when she is going
through the sympathetic changes with the earth, she won't collapse!!!
will ask TC to send her energies to help
• her cells are in over load – she is taking on so much light!
MR: experiencing similar kinds of things
O: won't help if we go into natural combustion and disappear!
Sonja's friend: he puts lots of joy in his auric field – since adding that, doesn't feel so much
of the emotion and turmoil and the intensity of the incoming energy he can handle
O: that will be her intention: to fill up her life with joy! Just validates with what a lot of us are
going through and that we are not going nutty!
COR: there are lots of people with ailments at the moment; not serious really – a shadow aspect
of self that is releasing from
the new body – just say “I release you with love” – we
are not losing things - they say “we've never lost a mother yet!” [joke]
Sonja:
Sonja's friend: we are crystalline energy
• a pyramid is half a carbon atom – the crystals work with us by resonating and
responding to the atom base we are made of; when we call on crystals, we call on the
innate intelligence we are made of with is the
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HARD NEWS
T: need $465 for the radio; need some $ for a bill and some necessities
R: This week: the energies that are so wild – days when he is both in and out of his body at the
same time: dealing with the vertigo
• can see the energies as the sun goes through its changes
• the sun will not be exploding; there will be no days of darkness
• There are things going on between Jupiter and Venus and rest of the solar system
• today, 2 more moons discovered around Uranus
• Soon will be talking about the planets BEYOND Pluto! Vulcan, Persephone – ties in with
Ceres that has lights there
• we are being contacted in so many different ways to lift ourselves out of the state of the
matrix and have had a dose & a ½ of that in the last 24 hours
• Considering the earth based news is all BS – nothing truthful going on
• except that Julian Assange is alive and well, and still in London – just can't use the

internet since last Monday [Oct 17th] BUT HE HAS A TEAM WHO HAVE ALL THE INFO
AND THEY CANNOT BE FOUND! So Wikileaks will continue publishing
• THERE ARE SO MANY DOSSIERS ON THE 13 FAMILIES that, in 24 hours or less, should
anything happen to J Assange, the entire surface of the planet changes with the discussion
of how folks interact with each other; for that reason, they will never take him out! There
is so much info on those ones that we have to start over with a Wise Council of Elders
who are already here
• No, the British have not arrested J A – that would be an act of war to invade the Equadorian
Embassy and the galactics would not let it happen
• the only source of news telling the truth is RT and even they have to watch
• The London accounts of RT were shut down but that will not deter them.
• the RT crew was under fire from rebel held groups in eastern Alleppo which is US black ops
• ALL the different factions in Syria are all backed by US, including ISIL;
• Saudi Arabia is fronting the money that is given to them by the US & the arms

being sent them - this has been going on for a long time as they want to start WW
3 through Syria and the plan [for war] has been in place for years.
• we need to open our hearts more! The official NASA report is energies being described as
going to cause hydrogen gas to hit the sun and cause an explosion on the surface of the
sun – what is really happening is the following:
Larry, Curly and Tom – Mother is sending increased energies, and the energies are
moving to the 100th dimension which is the physical sun itself and earth is being lifted
up by these energies, as are all of us
• the energy is coming through the Galactc Centre which is the Hunab Ku
• Asks Rainbird for a description of this

The 4 Pleiadian ladies offically going to the Santa Fe College
• the energies are very, very intense; lay low; stay out of the fray - all is looking up

R: as you drive across this country, there is a dramatic increase in the police presence – Orange
Hitler put out the word that he may not accept the results of the fake election - would
contest the election by suing
• Lots of folks in sovereign militia groups that what to create civil war
• “patriots” that hate Obama, believe in the general currency reset and that Gen
Dunford and Paul Ryan are the “real” leaders. They want to create civil war and if
this is the outcome, they will be met with the Forces of Light and forced to stand
down. No alternative.
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• Every moment of every day, Kerry is exposed as answering to Hillary, and Hillary

answers to Kissenger; Henry is in the audience of the Al Smith dinner coming up

• Michelle – talking about the sexual predator with 15 women testifying: why are we listening to

this man talk and being broadcast, boasting about the violation of the goddess?
• Mother will take care of Trump as he violated the goddess on all levels.
T: Eva Bartlett from Gaza – comes on RT and reports the truth from Syria: KEEP HER IN THE
CIRCLE OF SUPPORT AS SHE TELLS THE TRUTH which no one wants out!
• Mike Papantonio to have his own show on RT: so much on the pharmaceutical industry, on
Monsanto, on Bayer – all will get the death penalty – the alphabet agencies – close to
seeing all these rounded up!
Rama talked to Soltec and Monca:
• First he went to the ski valley; the operators of the ski lift who took him up 10,500 '
• took his crystal grid, copper wire, cell phone, made a hook-up; S and M showed up
on his phone!
• They want Rama to know that the European Space Agency attempted to land a droid
probe on Mars, although communications shut down to earth before any
confirmation of a successful landing. Galactic personnel from Phoenix Rising
[Soltec's star ship] are re-programming the droid probe to send back data, pictures,
info, to the ESA which tells the wholetruth about what is going on in space; it is also
being upgraded in its intelligence so it can override any attempt to conceal changes,
re-programming or anything like that.
• The true info will get out to the people via galactic ground crew posing as ordinary
earth people who have already connected all the way into the global media comm
stations and have arrangements that, as the signals are given, the true message
will reach all major media stations world wide.
• The true story is that news agencies & governments world wide are only giving out
propaganda
• Mars' atmosphere is blue, like our sky – red filters are used on the cameras; it is
breathable, people don't need a space suit; has a lighter atmosphere; as we go with
the galactics, they'll help us adjust our bodies to that atmosphere
• For 65 Million years, ancient beings have been on Mars: they are the Great Divine
Watchers, Mother's people, here to help earth become the 33rd planet to ascend fully
and to assist all beings as well as Mother Earth to ascend with Mother Earth which
means to receive the ascension frequencies that will transform all our
physical, emotional, mental, spiritual and cosmic light bodies to the immortal state
and consciousness, without death, and allow us pristine health, wealth and wisdom
– it is happening already.
• as we continue to open our hearts, this similitude of transformation is available
for all of us to tap into.
• all is going on simultaneously;
• in closing – and keep focussed on the sun's energies – we have the power to bring that
energy into full balance with all of the beings on the planet.
T:
2016-10-17 These Damning Revelations from WikiLeaks’ October Surprise Explain Why
Assange Was Just Silenced
[SEE BELOW]
T comments as she reads part of the article
• Whistleblowers have no protection; journalists are being attacked for telling the truth
• Thom Hartmann's talk on the 2nd Amendment
• have never had democracy in the US
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Reading: from an article by Judge Anna Von Reitz,

[SEE BELOW]

NOTE: TARA READS ONLY PART OF THE DOCUMENT WRITTEN BY ANNA VON
REITZ; THE part she reads is factual; the rest is Faction 2 Material.
• THE PURPOSE OF NESARA IS TO RIGHT THIS WRONG/ restore the 13th

amendment.
GUEST:

OMENA

• talks about the importance of intention for healing – the intention of the person asking for

healing, and of the healer.

• challenging for all: as we can go to the source for healing – the heart – and get there before

•

•

•

•

going into the healing process: she asks the one requesting for their intention, which she
takes to her heart, the universal heart
When doing long distance healing, she invites them into her healing room in her mind; if they
don't come in, they don't want the healing – their Higher Self will come in. A lot of trust in
involved.
intention, clarity are the most important things – if people want to be true healers & powerful,
have to give up their ego-based thoughts and go to the spiritual core and allowing the
healing to come out.
Healing is not curing: if the intention is to be cured, that's a different conversation – have to
look at what is blocking the person – a person who has created the issue leading to the
condition can also un-create it.
Healer has to give out healing and give out love unconditionally – that is the source of the real
power - it's an energy flow – sometimes people ask for healing but cannot receive
• people need to open up to receive as much as is sent to them: the energy stuck in the
body will create a problem: the energy needs to flow back and forth in the figure 8 is
infinite and cleans out lots of the garbage - many people cannot receive and so the energy
does not flow.

• If we feel someone needs healing, must ask permission at a Higher level: can we do a healing

on them? ALWAYS ASK FOR PERMISSION. Even if they are not there, you can ask what
their intentions are. You'll get the answers when you come from that quiet powerful place.

COR: something that she feels intuitively when she does a channeling - people are subconsciously holding on to the problem – how do you deal with this? The intenion of the
the conscious mind is saying one thing; the sub-conscious is quite different.
O: the question might be “Show me any blocks that person has.”
• Can also do a healing tune-up/ wellness healing which doesn't move what they don't want
to move.
• The healer also has to be very conscious /aware too – don't want to disturb the subconscious part of another if they are not ready to deal with things. As the healers work on
themselves, they know what people will want to hang on to.
• Have to respect the person you are dealing with – always ask permission to heal
COR: if not able to speak directly to the person: TC contacts that other person's Higher Self –
• most of the time, the HS of the person is open to a healing
O: lets that person know she has to have permission to talk to the 3rd party
• If go to the heart, are going to the power of One – can't go wrong with the higher good
or the Power of One
• as a therapist, don't be invested in fixing the person – more powerful to work with the
higher good/Power of One
COR: working from the heart mind which only wants the highest good
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O: the person conducting the healing has a bigger challenge in keeping their ego out of the story
– lots of people want validation that they are doing good: whatever they give out from the
heart, will come back triple at some time.
• giving from the heart means no expectations about being validated; you are going Whole
– there is no doubt, total trust – can't go wrong with this
MR: don't be attached to the outcome
O: lots want validation that they did a good job – as they come from the heart, that is already
there – don't have to ask
COR: Hasn't met many who are detached; has met some who are totally detached from what they
do – like Zen masters!
MR: 888 429 -5471 to call in
O: if someone asks what her intentions are, she says to do the healing work because she can and
can give the gift unconditionally
• the intention is to send out pure healing, loving energy for anyone open to receiving it –
can do this on a global level to those who are suffering or not suffering
• Imagine how powerful we are when we work in a group with a pure intention to do pure
healing.
MR: if people do a session with O, she can guide them through this. If people are working on
things on their own, what suggestions can she give?
O: If a person has a hard time concentrating or doing a meditation, just lie down in a quiet place
• wash your hands, rub hands together, put them on the chest; feel the energy rising up –
will feel the heat of your hands – it relaxes you
• same for wherever there is a pain in the body: rub hands together, wrap hands around
the place that hurts
• to balance the energy on your head - do the same thing;
• to remove a headache, rub your hands together, drop your head into one of your hands,
put the other hand on the other side of your head, and imagine the headache
disappearing – this activates the healer within; also upgrades the immune system
brings things down and slow so the body can relax and
•to sleep better, do the same thing - the more we can bring down our respiration rate and
blood pressure we can sleep.
• This is about activating the healer within: we all have healing power – just fake it if you don't
think so – if you can get the ego on a barge and get it out of the way, that helps
• WE ALL CAN HEAL OURSELVES.
• the ego of the soul and the ego of personality:
• ego of the personality: envy, gratification, obsession
• ego of the soul: encouragement, gratitude, observance
• if obsessing – let me observe what is going on or with another person
• Gratitude – whatever it is you see, be grateful – the moon, the stars, whatever it is
• encourage – whoever we can with a smile, a compliment – whatever it is – this changes your

vibrations
• babies change our vibrations, our bodies too, chemistry in our bodies – they smile
• always grateful if she can talk to the baby – asks permission from the mother
COR: everything going on around babies
MR: people are always looking for unconditional love: if they can't get it from people, get it from
their animals – they may not be aware of it
• a question about addictive behaviour: how do they go about doing the healing on their
own?
O: usually, addictive patterns are about lack of love in whatever form that addiction takes
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• unconditional love has to begin with the self: what you love about yourself, what you

don't like about yourself, looking at and ACCEPTING IT wherever you are
• if you don't like it, start with one thing at a time:
this is training the brain - name it, claim it, own it, heal it, let it go
• Everyone has some kind of addiction of some form and have to forgive self for that
• About loving yourself unconditionally – need to be open to having someone else helping us –
back to the Power of One because we cannot do it alone
• Even god cannot do it alone: he/she has all of us!!!
• It's about knowing, acknowledging, accepting – if we just accept
ourselves lovingly –
we'd have no fears. Wouldn't care what anyone thinks - he person crossing our path we'd
accept unconditionally, too
MR: many are hesitant to reveal they have a problem – don't want world to know what is going
on, whatever it is
O: usually when they want to keep it a secret or whatever – usually shame based: ashamed of • train the brain to name it, claim it, own it, heal it, let it go - heal the shame first before moving
on to next step
MR: can they do it alone?
O: depends on the level of operation people are at in their emotional or mental bodies
• Lot of people don't realize they are shame based – write it down and read it this takes the
power out of it - or they think they are helpless
addiction comes from lack of love, helplessness, powerlessness over whatever the
addictive behaviour is – if it does not bother them, they are not ready to change
• If we live with someone with those kind of tendencies, and it's driving you nuts – have to change

your self – it's about conversation with self; it's back to healing the heart, the shame of all
that is in there. People can ask – shame is a huge big block – the biggest she has come
across
• the shame: there is anger and vulnerability and hopelessness under the shame
MR: when you look at the chakra and the body's energy system is shut down which makes
people lethargic, shut down – people are feeling shame
O: or being over-whelmed. They haven't hit the bottom as they have insulated & isolate
themselves in some kind of cocoon until something happens to get their attention.
• Which comes back to intention: why do they want the healing? They have to be clear
about why they want it – don't always have to tell the healer
• The healing won't cure the cancer, for example - cancer is an auto-immune disease; any
auto-immune disease is dying to know who loves them – that is the spiritual perspective –
there is a great deal of lack of self-love
• Sometimes a soul has cancer to understand what is involved, but usually the energy gets stuck
in the body not flowing freely because negative energy is very heavy; love energy is very
light and we needs lots of light to heal – the basis needs to be love, not fear.
Call In #: 888-429-5471

Cmdr Randy: cannot help anyone who does not want to help themselves first; no matter the
severity of the dis-ease they have, it goes back to the very core, the core of the heart.
• Something happened to the person that hurt the heart, and they encapsulated it and they
store it in an area of the body, they get angry with themselves and with the world
• he says there is no such thing as AIDS, Cancer is nothing more than a negativity that
you trapped inside your body. When you want to help yourself first, the universe will
provide all you need.
O: That is true: the dis-ease and blocked energy comes from an absolute decision that was made
sub-consciously at a very early age – like toddlers, teenagers – O has the ability to help
people find this past decision - amazing when a person is given a time and a place, they
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can bring it up & speak about it
• And then they have to have enough self-love that they won't get sick & enough faith that
they will be whole
• difficult to be in a human body and be in optimum health all the time
C Randy: when the soul has made the decision to leave this plane, all we can do is help them in
their transition
O:
True: they are ready to go as the inner decision has been make - and nothing makes you
go if you're not ready either
COR: an illness can come up because it is a very old problem that reaches back into past lives and
is just coming forward now to work it through and dissolve it
O: the disease carried from one life time to another that she has come across the most
• the hindus believe in cremation; when a body is cremated, it wipes out most of the soul's
history – the fire purifies
• but most people in her experience who bring a condition from another life time usually
has to do with the lungs, the source of life – if you can't breathe, you can't live.
MR: if a soul chooses to be cremated in this life time, do they lose the memories?
O: they have the memories without the pain – things that no longer serves her higher good
• she has done with counselling with souls on the other side – soul therapy & she still does
it
MR: How does that work?
O: Very well! If someone wants her to bring in someone and they are standing with O, and the
caller wants to know about their wellbeing; as they talk, the trauma comes in
• then she counsels the soul on the other side about what they have to do on the other
side to move on – and they do it
T: Do you get a sign? Does the person on the other side get a sign?
O: all get signs: the person on the other side of the wall gives a sign to the person who first made
the call to Omena
• If the offender comes in and wants healing, she does soul therapy with them so they can access
the school they need to go to on the other side; they have to be to receiving so they
don't just sit there, not knowing what to do;
• O has a knowing – she provides the knowledge and the guidance - she has coached
someone out of the flesh – just like dealing with someone in the flesh!
T: do they respond to sound?
O: she only sees them; she totally trusts it – and she smells them, feels them,
COR: clair sentience, clair audience
O: not so difficult when someone says they like cherries, as she too likes cherries. Or if they
smoke a pipe around her, she smells it – or blueberry muffins!!
• she does not question – just trusts!
MR: what O has just said is so important for people to realize : if they get a feeling, a knowing of
whatever, if they learned to trust this themselves, they would have a deeper experience
O: she was in Boston to see her neice and spend time with her son; she was wearing purple
jeans; young man walked up to her and said he loved her purple jeans – asked him
his name then told him to get over his fear of failure; you're very creative; just go do it!
• He said that takes courage; she said you have lots of it – you came up and said you liked
my purple jeans
• those little encounters – just trust it – it could have totally removed a block for him
• there are opportunities to heal all the timel just getting his name helped her focus – he
was so excited about the purple pants and she thought that Spirit must be working in a
very strange way – they had a neat encounter!
Randy: when some people are cremated, their ashes are pure white; others pure gray
O: has nothing to do with the purity of the soul; depends on where you grow up and what
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you eat; density of bones, etc
T: we are not really our bodies
O: exactly; the body is an amazing piece of machinery: colour of ashes depends on where we
grew up, what we ate and all kinds of thing
MR: also dependent on the heat etc – not all created equal
O: all cremations have to be at a certain temperature as body is reduced to ashes
Randy: depends on the difference between being cremated in the air, or in a furnace
COR: has never understood why bodies are put in the earth; cremation has to do with purification
O: may have to do with cold climates – didn't waste fuel burning a body when you needed to keep
warm!
MR: about the belief of Christ coming and raising the dead – cremation removes that chance
O: that is man's interpretation of what the message meant; he was talking about raising the soul,
not the body – brings up horror movies
• dust to dust, ashes to ashes doesn't give the body enough to run around in
T: doesn't the Catholic church say you have to do it in certain way?
O: Cath church has changed mind about lots of things; used to be a suicide could not be buried in
the church yard / consecrated ground
• burying someone in the ground is a very old, old, old ritual
• same as in India and other parts of Asia, fire/cremation is the way; no longer burn wives
with the dead husband
• doing it in an incinerator – use a different kind of chemical
• Yes, the fire does purify – important.
• Intentions are the most important: what comes true is what we think about
T: good intentions can pave your way to hell
O: then there was no clarity in the intention!
MR: what is the definition of “good” in that statement?
T: Joan of Arc was burned at the stake – but she didn't burn
O: definitely higher intervention
• If you go into a bakery, you have a clear intention; what the outcome is maybe not for
your highest good! She loves carrot cake but it is not for her highest good if she has
carrot cake every day – about being very clear about the intentions
• in healing – can't go wrong with asking, pursuing the higher good
Contact Info:

website:
omena777.com
E-mail:
omenacentre777@gmail.com
Phone number: 860-871-6076
Lives in Connecticut – EST
COR: ascensiontimes@gmail.com
website: carolineoceanaryan.com
MR stargatemarietta@gmail.com
Phone: 317-773-0061
• People call her mariettarobert because her husband, Robert, passed; asked to
blend his soul with hers. Her last name is Pickett
• Omena saw MR with 2 rays, now knows why.
• O always checks with the other person before she talks about them even if they
are on the other side
O: does not want to create more karma!
T: she always connects with Robert when she talks to Marietta: he's always right there!
MR: tells of a lady receiving healing after a hip replacement; she felt the presence of Robert and it
was Robert who stayed for a long time when the lady was in the healing process
T: shortly after Penny's Len made his transition, T was calling someone in CA – and got one of
Penny's long time friends in Alberta, and that person knew Tara's long time friend from BC
too! Something was up in the zoo!
MR: Closing – Namaste from O, COR, T, MR
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-10-17 These Damning Revelations from WikiLeaks’ October Surprise Explain Why
Assange Was Just Silenced

By Claire Bernish
WikiLeaks continues dropping bombshell revelations in its coordinated October Surprise of
documents and emails hacked from Hillary Clinton campaign chair John Podesta — so many, in
fact, it has been difficult to keep up. Damning best describes information released so far —
damning not only for Clinton, but countless top U.S. politicians, officials, the FBI, the State
Department, President Obama, corporate media, Big Banks, and nearly innumerable others.
For all intents and purposes, the sheer volume of damaging information should, theoretically, lay
waste to Clinton’s bid for the presidency — if not land her behind bars.
Nonetheless, the same corporate media — proven in the leak to have colluded with the Clinton
camp to have actively crafted the narrative about her personal email server, among other things
— has dismissed the significance of the leak, and CNN even hubristically and falsely scolded actual
journalists with integrity for their ‘illegal’ perusal of the cache.
And overnight, in an albeit unverified act of possible reprisal for the October Surprise, WikiLeaks
tweeted that “Julian Assange’s internet link has been intentionally severed by a state
party. We have activated the appropriate contingency plans.”
WikiLeaks

✔ @wikileaks
Julian Assange's internet link has been intentionally severed by a
state party. We have activated the appropriate contingency plans.
11:33 PM - 16 Oct 2016
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• 42,180 42,180 Retweets
• 45,831
This, after previous cryptic tweets appearing to hold keys to files on U.S. Secretary of State John
Kerry, Ecuador, and the U.K.’s Foreign & Commonwealth Office drew widespread and unfounded
speculation about Assange’s assassination — under the assumption his ‘dead man’s key’ had been
tripped.
Alternate theories to the intimation an unknown agent of an unknown state continue to run the
gamut from the outright humorous to subtly tongue-in-cheek — including an account claiming to
be Verizon Wireless Support offering its services, which drew the response, “If this is Verizon
Support, I am Neptune of the Oceans.”
But the bizarre events didn’t end there. Donald Trump’s controversial and prominent advisor
Roger Stone also took to Twitter with the accusation, “John Kerry has threatened the Ecuadorian
President with ‘grave consequences for Ecuador’ if Assange is not silenced,” followed by, “Reports
the Brits storm the Ecuadorian Embassy tonite while Kerry demands the UK revoke their
diplomatic status so Assange can be seized.”

Roger Stone @RogerJStoneJr

John Kerry has threatened the Ecuadorian President with
"grave consequences for Equador" if Assange is not
silenced @StoneColdTruth
9:31 PM - 16 Oct 2016
• 9,962 9,962 Retweets
• 7,017

Roger Stone @RogerJStoneJr

Reports the Brits storm the Ecuadorian Embassy tonite
while Kerry demands the UK revoke their diplomatic status
so Assange can be seized
9:49 PM - 16 Oct 2016
• 3,332 3,332 Retweets
• 2,359

WikiLeaks and its intrepid founder no doubt constitute one of the U.S. government’s most
despised ‘enemies number one,’ with the enormity of disclosures leaked over its ten-year history
lending credence to the accusation a state actor would indeed cut off one of Assange’s paltry
remaining means of outside communication from inside his haven-turned-prison inside the
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Ecuadorian Embassy. Following are a mere sampling from the Podesta leaks thus far — any one of
which evidences why there likely is a state target sight trained on Assange’s forehead.
In fact, Hillary Clinton once flippantly joked about assassinating Assange in a drone strike as
revealed in a recent document — and though she has since employed the most notorious of
government cop-outs, ‘I don’t remember saying that,’ further evidence disputes the remark
constituting a humorous quip.
“Can’t we just drone this guy?” Clinton asked during a meeting in 2010, according to an
anonymous source inside the State Department.
However, following that meeting, as The Free Thought Project reported, “Clinton aide Anne-Marie
Slaughter emailed Clinton and aides Cheryl Mills, Huma Abedin, and Jake Sullivan with the subject
‘RE an SP memo on possible legal and nonlegal strategies re Wikileaks.’” True Pundit reported that
email’s attachment — potentially fleshing out said strategies — has not been found by any of the
various agencies investigating Clinton’s emails.
In what it deemed “the holy grail of U.S. journalism,” WikiLeaks unleashed the full transcripts of
three paid speeches Clinton gave to Goldman Sachs in 2013, attached to an email dated January
23, 2016, sent by top aide Tony Carrk — who marked certain “problematic” excerpts in the event
those texts ever surfaced publicly.
So problematic, in fact, Carrk prefaces the email: “Attached are the flags from HRC’s paid
speeches we have from HWA. I put some highlights below. There is a lot of policy positions that
we should give an extra scrub with Policy.” In one of the many speech passages, given during
a Goldman Sachs conference in June 2013, Clinton heralded the need to intervene in Syria “as
covertly as possible,” saying:
The problem for the US and the Europeans has been from the very beginning: what is
it you – who is it you are going to try to arm? […] How do intervene – my view was
you intervene as covertly as is possible for Americans to intervene. We used to be
much better at this than we are now. Now, you know, everybody can’t help
themselves. They have to go out and tell their friendly reporters and somebody else:
Look what we’re doing and I want credit for it, and all the rest of it.
But the retroactive scrubs of Clinton’s highly paid speeches appear to have been an ongoing
practice. As the Intercept reported, in November 2015, Clinton campaign speechwriter Dan
Schwerin retro-edited a $260,000 speech she gave to Deutsche Bank in 2014, by strategically
adding a passage critical of Wall Street “precisely for the purpose of having something we
could show people if ever asked what she was saying behind closed doors for two years
to all those fat cats.”
Schwerin continued,
I wrote her a long riff about economic fairness and how the financial industry has lost
its way. Perhaps at some point there will be value in sharing this with a reporter and
getting a story written. Upside would be that when people say she’s too close to Wall
Street and has taken too much money from bankers, we can point to evidence that she
wasn’t afraid to speak truth to power.
Additional emails surrounding the contentious Big Bank speeches show insider rifts over dealing
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with an obstinate Clinton family intent to make hefty profits when to do so would not have been
politically prudent — such as a speech former President Bill Clinton had been set to give within
days of Hillary’s formal announcement of her candidacy.
“I know this is not the answer she wants, but I feel very strongly that doing the speech is a
mistake — the data are very clear on the potential consequences,” Clinton campaign strategist
and manager Robby Mook wrote. “It will be three days after she’s announced and on her first day
in Iowa, where caucus goes [sic] have a sharply more negative view of Wall Street than the rest
of the electorate. Wall Street ranks first for Iowans among a list of institutions that ‘take
advantage of every day Americans’, scoring twice as high as the general election electorate.”
While the long-sought transcripts and inter-office quibbling proving Hillary’s fealty to Big Banks
and Wall Street certainly prove what many surmised, in another wholly unexpected revelation, it
was revealed the former secretary of state — and by extension, the U.S. government — had
known for some time its ally Saudi Arabia funds and assists the terrorist organization known as
the Islamic State.
Ironically discussing potential strategies for combating the group’s growing influence in the Middle
East in August 2014, Clinton stressed the need to “use our diplomatic and more traditional
intelligence assets to bring pressure on the governments of Qatar and Saudi Arabia, which
are providing clandestine financial and logistic support to ISIL and other radical Sunni
groups in the region.”
Apparently not a secret among State Department and other government insiders, the Saudi
funding and backing of the terrorist group should — in an atmosphere less infused with corruption
— brought an immediate end to billions in arms and other military equipment to the Kingdom.
Indeed an investigation by Reuters recently evidenced a 2015, $1.3 billion arms sale to known
human rights abuser and notoriously imprudent coalition leader Saudi Arabia caused U.S. officials
to worry about being “implicated in war crimes.”
Each of these stunning disclosures would certainly give WikiLeaks and Julian Assange sufficient
concern to consider himself a marked man — but the organization’s dedication to provide the
transparency so vowed and not delivered by the Obama administration make such leaks in
indispensable tool for journalists dedicated to truth, and the public so desperate to know it.
Claire Bernish writes for TheFreeThoughtProject.com, where this article first appeared.
http://www.activistpost.com/2016/10/wikileaks-october-surprise-explain-assange-silenced.html
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Americans Free at Last –
The ties have been permanently broken
The END of 400 Years of European Meddling and Predation in America

by Anna Von Reitz
Saturday, January 30, 2016
NOTE: ONLY THIS PART OF THE DOCUMENT WRITTEN BY ANNA VON REITZ IS READ BY TARA, AS
THE REST IS FACTION 2 MATERIAL: THIS PART IS FACTUAL – AND THE PURPOSE OF NESARA IS
TO RIGHT THIS WRONG.

Those who have read our affidavit of probable cause, “You Know Something Is Wrong When….An
American Affidavit of Probable Cause”, know that the Founders cut a deal with the British King
allowing him to retain control of nineteen enumerated essential governmental services, all in the
jurisdiction of the sea.
This “split” the jurisdiction owed to American states and people and created two different
populations of people from the outset—- the free sovereign and independent people of the United
States and the British Subject inhabitants who remained to provide these services under the
Constitution.
The so-called “Federal Government” was never a sovereign government. It was always an
association of sovereign nation-states. And it was never our government though it was under
contract to serve us. It was always a foreign government operating under the foreign jurisdiction
of the sea and the equally foreign Law of the Sea.
So long as the British King remained honest and honored his obligation to us to act as our Trustee
on the High Seas and Navigable Inland Waterways, the future remained safe— but almost
immediately the “Troubles” began, as King George wiggled like a fish on a hook and sought to
regain his position over the Americans.
Things appeared to settle down after the War of 1812, but by 1845, the then-Pope and the British
King sealed a secret pact agreeing that the egalitarian American Republic was incompatible with
the idea of Papal Supremacy and the Divine Right of KIngs. The Secret Treaty of Verona was a
grotesque, criminal, and highly secret Breach of Trust by both the British Monarch and the Holy
See.
Within 15 years members of the American Bar Association loyal to the British KIng had elected
Abraham Lincoln, a lawyer, to the Office of President of the United States — CEO of the
commercial trading company deceptively called the United States (Trading Company) —not the
land, not the country, not the organic states, and not the people. The actual Constitution already
had provisions denying any member of the Bar any public office, so in Lincoln’s case the only
“Presidency” he could occupy was as the CEO of the trading company doing business as the
“United States”.
It is not a mistake that Abraham Lincoln led our country into a vicious Civil War, the results of
which we are still dealing with 150 years later. The Civil War was not about ending slavery, as you
can see by closely reading the 13th Amendment of the corporate “Constitution” called the
“Constitution of the United States of America” adopted by the perpetrators of all this criminality,
betrayal, and fraud in 1868.
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Though loudly proclaiming the abolishment of slavery, the 13th Amendment of this federal
corporation document (which is actually a corporate by-law) goes on to enshrine slavery as a
permanent part of the newly formed federal corporation doing business as The United States of
America, Incorporated’s form of law. It makes criminals slaves and leaves the corporate
“Congress”— an elected Board of Directors—free to define who the criminals are.
A close reading of the 14th Amendment shows that they made everyone who was a United States
Citizen (Federal Citizen) a criminal by definition, a slave by definition, and a debtor, too. To this
day, when these vermin bring innocent Americans into their private corporate tribunals (which are
misrepresented as public courts), the charges are addressed to “persons” named after the victims.
These “persons” are legal fiction entities defined as public trusts and more recently as public
transmitting utilities—and they are already guilty by definition.
This is why it does no good for anyone mischaracterized as a “United States Citizen” to claim the
guarantees of the actual Constitution, and why these courts do not hear any of the laws or the
facts of any case and also the reason that their own court rules for judges admonish them to
provide “an appearance” of Justice where there is none. All that is really going on is a
determination of how much these criminals will charge you for their “service” and whether or not
you will be “impounded” as cargo or held ransom as chattel backing the debts of their corporation.
This heinous crime, duplicity, Breach of Trust, enslavement, and merciless abuse of the
American people has gone on for 150 years and since the 1930′s things have only
gotten worse. Until now.
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